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Welcome
Hello and welcome to our new quarterly Advanced Vehicle Engineering Centre newsletter, ‘AVEC in
Brief’, where you can find out about all of the latest AVEC news and events taking place across the
whole of Cranfield University.
As you will see above, there is plenty to tell you about, including our ongoing HumanDrive Trials,
students’ research on battery technologies and job opportunities within the School of Aerospace,
Transport and Manufacturing.

Events




Cranfield Open Day: 5th June 2019 – If you are interested in studying one of our MSc
programmes our open days are there to show you our facilities, our student accommodation
and give an opportunity to speak to the course teams. www.cranfield.ac.uk/openday
Ferdinand Porsche Master of Mechatricity: 6th June 2019 – The 2019 ‘History of
Motorsport’ event looks at the application of electricity to vehicles.

Upcoming short courses


Road Vehicle Dynamics: Fundamentals and Modelling: 11 – 13 June 2019 – A
fundamental understanding of vehicle ride and handling behaviour and the practical
implications for chassis and suspension design.



Introduction to Motorsport Engineering: 1 – 5 July 2019 – The Introduction to Motorsport
Engineering short course helps promote an understanding of motorsport engineering in
relation to competition vehicles.

Motorsport Group Design Project Presentation Day

On 15 May an audience of motorsport practitioners gathered at Cranfield for the 2019 edition of the
Motorsport Group Design Project (GDP) presentations. Seven teams of Motorsport MSc students
presented their design concepts and performance predictions for a Hybrid F2 Sidecar. Team Mono
Racing secured the Motorsport UK Prize for the best presentation and Falcon Hybrid Factory
Racing won the Raceca Engineering prize for the best poster.
While the MSc Advanced Motorsport Engineering is full for October 2019, place are still available for
the MSc Advanced Motorsport Mechatronics. Apply via
https://www.cranfield.ac.uk/courses/taught/advanced-motorsport-mechatronics
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Automotive Mechatronics Group Project Presentation Day

This year’s Automotive Group Project Presentation Day, sponsored by Siemens, took place on 4
April. Students were asked: ‘what’s the best (cost effective, safe and performing) sensors
configuration to use on the infrastructure and within a vehicle to make Cranfield University’s halfmile test track (MUEAVI) a fully autonomous road?’
Team Discovery, Team NeurAl and Team Project Alpha all provided successful presentations; the
topic even attracting an audience that included automotive manufacturers, sensor providers, local
councils and investment bankers. Team Project, above, reviewed a range of possible (and sensible)
configurations and options. Their focus was more about demonstrating what it could theoretically be
achieved and at what cost, looking at the bigger picture.
Special thanks go to Dr Daniel Clarke for proposing the idea, for mentoring Cranfield’s students, and
for creating new links with Siemens.
There are still some places available for the 2019/20 MSc Automotive Mechatronics MSc intake.
Apply via https://www.cranfield.ac.uk/courses/taught/automotive-mechatronics.

Automotive Engineering Presentation Day
This year’s task for students on their presentation day was to design of a variable Inlet tract for an SI
engine.
The airbox and inlet tract are critical components in automotive applications, primarily enabling the
supply of filtered air to the engine, whilst reducing intake noise and providing take off points for the
various sensors needed. Most inlet systems are designed around a number of factors that may
include inputs from manufacturing, materials, weight and packaging constraints.
The inlet system needs to provide optimum gas flow characteristics to induce optimum fuel air
mixing across a wide range of operating conditions which is critical for engine efficiency,
performance and emissions. In the majority of cases, a compromise design is inevitable; this may
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work very well in a small but usable range of vehicle operation and be less effective at other load
conditions. The importance of having a variable inlet geometry has long been recognised but in
practice is complicated to apply to production vehicles although there are some exceptions (E300D
w124 diesel pulse tuned inlet manifold / Yamaha R6 Motorcycle variable length inlet trumpet)
The Group Design project will derive and design an effective variable inlet geometry inlet tract for a
Nissan Juke fitted with a naturally aspirated spark ignition engine. The solution(s) will take as many
design factors into account as possible whilst meeting acoustic, packaging, cost, recyclability and
manufacturing constraints. The anticipated performance and advantages of the proposed system
will be modelled using AVL Boost software; the final design, actuation methodology and
manufacturing/materials are to be decided within your groups. As the application for this system is a
production vehicle all designs must be commercially viable and commensurate with the class and
value of the vehicle they are intended for.
Presentation Day as always included industry representatives in the audience; this project and the
presentations were commended for the scope and industrial relevance demonstrated, indeed
posters were circulated to Nissan Technical Centre such was the level of interest.

Apply via: https://www.cranfield.ac.uk/courses/taught/automotive-engineering
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Connected and Autonomous Vehicle Engineering (Automotive) MSc
The Centre will be offering this new MSc to prospective students, including those whose first
degrees are not the traditional mechanical, automotive and aeronautical engineering ones. While we
still anticipate applications from first degree engineering students, we anticipate computing,
computer science, and applied maths and physics undergraduate degree students to apply for this
new course. The MSc will develop technical and transferable skills in advanced computing, robotics
and network-enabled technologies. This will prepare students for a career within this emerging
segment of the automotive sector. More information at
https://www.cranfield.ac.uk/courses/taught/connected-and-autonomous-vehicle-engineeringautomotive.

HumanDrive Trials
Dr Isonguyo Inyang – Research Fellow in Autonomous Vehicle Trial Analytics and Control
Validation
We have recently been analysing the data obtained from the HumanDrive project trials, which were
carried out on our very own MUEAVI (Multi User Environment for Autonomous Vehicle Innovation)
road.

The road is a purpose built experimental facility for the rapid development of on and off highway,
ground and airborne autonomous solutions, including vehicles, infrastructure, data, logistics,
environment, sensors and their implementation and management.
An improved analytical model for straight and curved Time to Lane Crossing (TLC) of a vehicle has
been proposed, which will take the characteristics and vehicle into consideration whilst it is using the
MUEAVI road.
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This proposed model is used to check whether TLC tolerance and steering uncertainty are driver
specific – and persistent within drivers across a driving conditions. The model will be extended for
the control validation of autonomous vehicle.

Research on Battery Technologies
Dr Abbas Fotouhi
Our research on battery technologies focuses on managing ultralight batteries and the
characterisation of batteries – and their associated duty cycles – whilst focussing on the
practicalities of using batteries in the real world.
Whilst also covering the design of algorithms to estimate the internal state of charge and potentially
state of health of batteries, the research will also provide more information on the facilities to subject
cells and small modules/packs to realistic electrical and thermal duty cycles.
We have led the development of critical battery management algorithms for lithium-sulphur
batteries, which combine light weight with strong safety, low production-scale costs and good
environmental credentials.

Above: AVEC Battery Lab and Battery Characterisation Test Rig
In the AVEC Battery Lab, we are also working on battery thermal modelling, developing a rescalable multi-domain electro-thermal model of Li-ion cells.
With this type of model, we are able to evaluate temperature distribution in different battery modules
and packs. Validation is provided by a reconfigurable test-rig that can also be integrated into a HIL
simulation.
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Above: Reconfigurable test-rig for battery pack thermal modelling and testing
To find out more about our ongoing research on battery technologies, please contact Dr Daniel
Auger, Dr Stefano Longo or Abbas Fotouhi.

Cleantech Collaboration Featured on BBC1 Cambridgeshire News

We recently hosted a join event here on our Cranfield campus, ‘Greentech’ alongside local company
Cleantech, which attracted attention from the local news.
Attended by over 30 industry professionals, it was a fantastic opportunity to showcase our multi-user
environment for autonomous vehicle innovation (MUEAVI) test track for autonomous vehicles and
other vehicle types.
To see the footage, visit Cranfield University’s AVEC page, www.cranfield.ac.uk/avec.
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Job opportunities with AVEC





Lecturer/Senior Lecturer (2851), School of Aerospace, Transport and Manufacturing. Closes
02/06/2019
Lecturer/Senior Lecturer in Driving Automation (3051), School of Aerospace, Transport and
Manufacturing. Closes 09/06/2019
Lecturer/Senior Lecturer in Vehicle Electrical and Electronic Systems (3050), School of
Aerospace, Transport and Manufacturing. Closes 09/06/2019
Research Fellow in Lithium-Sulfur Battery Modelling (3046), School of Aerospace, Transport
and Manufacturing. Closes 02/06/2019.

To apply and to find out more about the roles, please visit https://jobs.cranfield.ac.uk.

Submit a story
If you would like to submit a story for AVEC in Brief, please forward your contact details, copy and
photo(s) to SATMweb@cranfield.ac.uk. Please note, the deadline to submit your story for the
summer newsletter is Friday 2nd August 2019. Any stories sent after this date will not be included in
the newsletter.
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